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Future Events:
TBD

started outfitting the plane for use as a
trainer.
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3. Robert Wagner spoke about his discussions
with the President of the San Louis Obispo
Flyers and their relationship with the
university.

Introduction:

a. We have a copy of their MOU that
we will be using as a base to create
one for CIC to submit to CSUCI.

Welcome to the Condors Newsletter. Readers are
invited to send ads, articles, photos for inclusion in
the next issue. Send them to
amhoff93010@twc.com

4. Robert and Anthony attended a meeting with
Kathy Long .

Al Hoff, Editor

a. She wants to be an advocate for us
and really believes that where we are
is the best spot in the county at this
time.

Meeting Minutes, 09/07/2016:
The meeting was called to order at 7:05 PM. Art
Gunderson led the Pledge of Allegiance. Thank you
Art. Richard Hodgson moved to approve the
minutes from the July meeting. The members
passed the motion.

b. She’s going to use her influence to
get us in to meet with some of the
higher ups at the university.
c. The university hasn’t got the funds to
improve the location.

Guest Speakers:

d. We need to get our white papers in
order for presentation.

There were no guest speakers.
1. Robert Wagner discussed the addition of up
to 10 new fliers between the ages of 5 and
13 years old. We are closing in on his goal
to have 10 by the end of the year. Thank you
goes out to all who have helped in the
training for these young fliers.

e. Kathy believes that timing will be
everything with respect to us
working into the university drone
program.

2. Thanks also go out to Ed Oldenberg for the
donation of a Senior Telemaster. We have
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5. Robert reached out to Ray Parras to allow us
to fly on Labor Day. Ray approved the
request and commented that we were
“Doing good work” by going to the
community leaders for help.

Name the Plane (Last Month):
The plane the last month was an Italian SavoiaMarchetti SM.55X flying boat. In 1933 a fleet of
25 flying boats left Italy for the Chicago World's
Fair led by Italo Balbo. One crashed on the way but
24 reached Chicago. No one emailed me any
guesses correct or incorrect.

a. We already have a member working
with the drone program.
b. We should pursue helping with the
STEM programs.
6. We had great attendance at the field on
Labor Day.
a. Safety was a little lax, we need to
keep up the vigilance.
b. The flight line kept moving even
with all of the activity!
c. It was recommended that there be a
second instructor present when
training kid to help instruct the
parents in what was going on and
answer any questions they may have.
d. Be sure to have a spotter when
flying…
7. Art Gunderson spoke of his attendance at
the Wings Over Camarillo Air Show.
a. There is a drone club at Simi High
School that is being mentored by the
Air Force.
b. CSUCI flies in Ojai and on the
Channel Islands.
8. Harry Sanchez mentioned that the Santa
Barbara Flyers had lost their access to their
temporary field.
9. Jamie Sarte has an EZ-Up in the clubhouse
that is available for use at the field. Just
return it to the clubhouse in the same
condition at the end of the day!
The meeting was called at 7:45PM.
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Name the Plane (This Month):
Name the Plane. Send me an email if you think you
know the plane. First three to email me will be
mentioned in next month's newsletter.

Yes it is the same plane.
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Pictures from 9/11/2016 from Richard
Hodgson:
Thank you Richard.
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If you have interesting pictures, send them to Al
Hoff, amhoff93010@twc.com We will publish them
as space permits. Also, if you want to compose a
short article, that would be good also.
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